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Model implementation
Our Arabidopsis rosette model was specified in the L+C programming language
[1, 2], which combines L-systems [3] and the C++ programming language. The
model was executed using the lpfg simulator [1] included in the Virtual Laboratory
software environment [4]. The source code for our model is given in Listing 1, and
an lpfg-generated image of the model is shown in Figure S1.

Listing 1 L+C implementation of the Arabidopsis rosette model.
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# include < lpfgall .h >
// Declaration of constants
const float nmax = 20.; // max . number of leaves
const float ∆a = 0.1; // leaf age increment
const float tmin = 300.; // min . growing time
const float tmax = 820.; // max . growing time
const float dage = 4.5; // min . drawing age
// Module definitions
module A ( float );
// an apex , with node number
module L ( float , float ); // a leaf , with node number and age
// Setup time of development and leaf counting
int s; // counts simulation steps
int smax ; // last simulation step
int N ; // total number of leaves
Start : {
s = 0;
smax = int (tmax * ran (1)) + tmin ;
}
StartEach : {
N = 0;
}
EndEach : {
s = s + 1;
if (s == smax ) {
Stop ();
Printf ( " Leaf count : % d \ n " , final_num_leaves );
}
}
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derivation length : 10000;
axiom : Right ( nran (0 ,5.0)) RollL ( nran (0 ,180)) A (0);
decomposition :
A (n) : {
if (n < nmax ) {
produce SetWidth (10−2 ) F (10−3 ) // internode
SB L (n, 0) EB // leaf
RollL ( nran (137.5, 2.5)) // phyllotaxis
A (n + 1); // recreate apex
}
}
production :
L (n, a) : {
a = a + ∆a;
// count leaf if above a certain age
if (a > dage )
N = N + 1;
produce L (n, a);
}
interpretation :
// declare extra module for drawing a leaf
module C ( float , float , bool );
L (n,a): {
// do not visualize very small leaves
if (a ≤ dage )
produce ;
// calculate the leaf ’s length
float ln = nran (1. ,0.01) ∗ flmax (n/ nran (1. ,0.05)) ∗ fl (a);
// produce the leaf ’s geometry
produce Down (45 ∗ fang (n)) // set inclination angle
CurrentContour (1) // specify leaf cross - section
SetWidth (ln ∗ fw (0)) // set width at leaf base
StartGC C (0, 0.65 ∗ ln , 0) EndGC // draw petiole
StartGC C (0, ln , 1) EndGC ; // draw leaf
}
C (x, l, q) : {
const float ∆x = 0.01; // step size along midrib
if (x ≤ 1) {
x = x + ∆x;
float w = l;
if (q)
w = w ∗ fw (x);
else
w = w ∗ fw (0)/0.65;
nproduce F (l ∗ ∆x) SetWidth (w) Down (15 ∗ ∆x) C (x, l, q );
}
produce ;
}
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After declaration of constants (lines 4–8) and module definitions (lines 11–12),
global variables are declared for the number of steps in the simulation and the total
number of leaves in the rosette (lines 15–17). At the start of the simulation, the
number of steps is initialized to zero and the maximum number of steps is computed
as a discrete random uniform variable in the range [tmin , tmax ] (lines 20–21). After
each derivation step, the number of steps is incremented until the maximum is
reached, which ends the simulation and prints the total leaf count (lines 27–30).
A single apex, A, is initiated in the axiom (line 36) after some randomization
of the rosette’s orientation. The first production generates a new internode and
leaf up to a maximum number nmax by decomposing the module A (lines 40–45).
Each internode is modeled as a cylinder (module F) with constant radius 10−2 and
length 10−3 . Consecutive leaves are rotated around the main stem following a spiral
phyllotaxis by an angle generated from a normal random distribution with mean
137.5◦ and standard deviation 2.5. The second production (lines 51–56) models a
leaf’s aging and increments the global leaf counting variable, N , if the leaf is above
a certain age.
To generate a visualization of the rosette, we apply interpretation rules to the
string generated by the L-system (starting from line 59). The first interpretation
rule is applied to all leaf modules L(n, a). The rule first ignores a leaf (produces
nothing) if its age is below a threshold. Then, given the leaf’s node number and age,
the leaf’s length (line 69) is calculated as described in the main text. The rule ends
by starting the drawing of a generalized cylinder, module C(x, l, q) representing the
leaf, which is separated into the petiole and lamina sections (lines 72–76).
The interpretation rule for module C(x, l, q) (line 79) draws consecutive cross
sections of the leaf along the midrib. This is effected by applying the rule recursively
until the drawing is forced to stop (line 81) — when the variable x is greater than
one. The width of the generalized cylinder is determined by its length l and its state
variable q. For the lamina (q = 1), the width is modified by a graphically defined
function, fw (x), as the cylinder is being drawn, but, for the petiole (q = 0), the
width is constant (using the value at fw (x = 0)). Production of the F(l ∗ ∆x) and
SetWidth(w) modules (line 88) draws a section of the generalized cylinder with the
given length and width. The cylinder is also rotated downwards by (15 ∗ ∆x)◦ after
each section is drawn.
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Figure S1 An example rendering of the Arabidopsis rosette model with 20 leaves.

